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By Grant Morrison, Igor Kordey, John Paul Leon, Phil Jimenez, Ethan Van Sciver

Marvel Comics. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, New X-Men: Book 2: Ultimate
Collection, Grant Morrison, Igor Kordey, John Paul Leon, Phil Jimenez, Ethan Van Sciver, Sixteen
million mutants dead - and that was just the beginning! In one bold stroke, writer Grant Morrison
("All-Star Superman", "Batman") propelled the "X-Men" into the 21st century, masterminding a
challenging new direction for Marvel's mutant heroes that began with the destruction of Genosha
and never let up. Regarded as the most innovative thinker of the current comic-book renaissance,
Morrison proceeded to turn the mutant-hero genre on its ear. Gone were the gaudy spandex
costumes - replaced by slick, black leather and an attitude to match. Now, his entire Eisner Award-
nominated run on "New X-Men" is collected across three titanic trade paperbacks! It collects "New
X-Men" (127-141), and "Annual 2001".
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ReviewsReviews

This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very entertaining to read through. It normally is not going to expense too
much. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- O tilia  Schinner-- O tilia  Schinner

I actually started out looking at this book. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time period. I am just happy to inform you that here is the greatest
ebook i have read through within my personal daily life and could be he best book for possibly.
-- Miss Myr tice Heller-- Miss Myr tice Heller
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